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When you aspire to make a separable place for your commercial website in the highly completive
atmosphere in the cooperate world, it becomes quite necessary to make use of some software and
tools that helps in carrying out the search engine optimization crusade effectively. No wonder,
backlink checker is one of the most widely tools in the SEO and Internet marketing arena.

However, most of us consider it as a tool that is used merely for checking the backlinks of any
website, and fail to understand its impact upon the search engine results, if used properly. If you are
about to install a backlink checker tool, you must learn the characteristics and features of the tool
beforehand and compare it with the others. This will help you make a fair choice regarding the link
checker tool that can help you to track the inbound links of your competitors.

If, you try to see the broader aspects of using link tools, it will quite amusing for us to know that we
generally use such tools to check the number of backlinks, and take little interest in carrying out
deep research  to know the reasons for lagging behind the competitors. Here are some of the best
uses of the link checker tool:

	It can help you to find out the best ways of getting the quality backlinks for your website.

	Using backlink checker helps ensuring that you are not missing out something important that could
have been done so far for achieving the desired ranking positions and see the hike in the sales
graphs.

	In fact, it helps to understand the worth of link popularity and take some serious steps to get over
with the stagnation in the PageRank and ranking position of your website.

Only few SEO professionals are aware of the fact that they can seek the help of backlink checker
tool to perform the analysis of the competitorâ€™s website, its inbound link backup, along with the PR of
each backlink. Not just this, a quality based link checker tool can provide thorough knowledge
regarding the source of backlinks, i.e. whether the backlinks are derived from directory submission,
blog commenting, forum posting, or any other resources, along with the information regarding the
PageRank of each link. Still confused about the unparalleled advantages of using backlink checker?
Well, you cannot get to know more about it fully, unless you it try it out for yourself. Thus, go for it
without wasting anytime, and try using to its utmost capacity for the betterment of your websiteâ€™s
ranking positions.
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SEO Spyglass - About Author:
The Author of this article is an SEO expert and he knows the worth of using the a backlink checker
tool. As such, the a backlink checker or the a link checker tool will let you know the backlinks
associated with any domain, and help you to understand the link building strategy followed there.
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